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A robotic pool cleaner is an automated,

advanced device designed to clean the

swimming pool without human

intervention.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, April 30, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Owning a pool

certainly comes with its share of

responsibilities. It's not just a leisure

feature but a commitment that

demands consistent upkeep.

Thankfully, with the advent of robotic

pool cleaners, pool maintenance no

longer feels like an endless chore.

What is a robotic pool cleaner?

A robotic pool cleaner is an automated,

advanced device designed to clean the

swimming pool without human

intervention. Think of it as a vacuum

cleaner for the pool, except it's fully

independent and doesn't require

manual operation.

These smart machines are typically

powered by electricity and function

using an internal motor system that

moves the cleaner around the pool. Most robotic pool cleaners have built-in filters where they

collect and trap debris, dirt, leaves, and other particulates from the pool water.

They are smart in the sense that they are equipped with technologically advanced features, like

navigation systems, which enable them to intelligently map and move around the pool, covering
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the floor, walls, and waterline, and

ensuring the entire area is cleaned

thoroughly.

Robotic pool cleaners offer

convenience, efficiency, and

effectiveness when it comes to pool

maintenance. They save time and

alleviate the burden of manual

cleaning, providing pool owners with

an easy and hassle-free way to keep

their swimming pools clean and

hygienic.

Why do pool owners need a robotic

pool cleaner?

Investing in a robotic pool cleaner can

significantly elevate the pool

maintenance experience in various

beneficial ways. Here are some reasons why a robotic pool cleaner could be an invaluable

addition to the pool care routine:

1. Automation & Efficiency

Robotic pool cleaners are automated machines that clean independently, freeing pool owners

from the time-consuming and physically demanding task of manual cleaning.

2. Comprehensive Cleaning

These devices move systematically around every inch of a pool. They scrub the floor, walls, and

often the waterline, removing dirt, algae, and bacteria far more thoroughly than most manual

methods.

3. Energy-Efficient

Despite being powered by electricity, many robotic cleaners are energy-efficient and use less

power than traditional pool filtration systems that rely on manual brushing and vacuuming.

4. Cost-Effective

Although there's an upfront investment, robotic pool cleaners can save money in the long run.

They work independently of the pool’s filtration system, reducing the wear and tear on the pool's

hardware and potentially saving people on repair and replacement costs.

5. Time-Saving

With a robotic pool cleaner, pool owners can recover the hours they'd otherwise spend



scrubbing and vacuuming. Just set up the cleaner, and they can relax or focus on other

activities.

6. Improved Water Quality

By removing debris and circulating the water, robotic pool cleaners can help distribute chemicals

more evenly, reducing the amount of chlorine and other sanitizers pool owners need to add to

keep the pool water clean.

7. Eco-Friendly

Robotic pool cleaners don't require additional pumps or hoses and don't create the atmospheric

emissions that some traditional pool-cleaning methods do.

8. Convenience

Modern robotic cleaners often come with user-friendly features such as programmable timers,

remote controls, and smartphone integration, enhancing ease of use.

9. Health and Safety

A clean pool means a healthy pool. By consistently removing debris and reducing bacteria and

algae, robotic pool cleaners help maintain a safe and inviting swimming environment.

10. Reduced Workload on Filtration System

Because they capture debris within their filtration system, robotic cleaners lessen the burden on

the pool's main filter, helping it last longer and work more efficiently. 

What Makes the CR6 Pro Robotic Pool Cleaner the Most Cost-Effective Robotic Pool Cleaner?

As urban dwellers shift their focus to smart living, the inclusion of efficient, time-saving devices

like the CR6 Pro Robotic Pool Cleaner has become imperative. Powered by three robust motors,

this cordless pool vacuum flaunts an impressive 180W suction power, capable of filtering 80

gallons of water per minute, making it the perfect helper to keep the pool pristine and clean

from debris, sand, dirt, and leaves.

Not just powerful, the CR6 Pro Robotic Pool Cleaner caters to comprehensive cleaning needs

with its distinctive features. Its large 3.5L filter basket requires minimal maintenance, thanks to

its ease of loading and cleaning. Improving further on efficiency, the embedded battery enables

an extended 150-min runtime, making it ideal for both above-ground and in-ground pool

cleaning. It fully recharges in a mere 2.5 hours, ensuring continued efficiency.

Where the CR6 pool cleaner shines is in its intelligent navigation. Incorporating the advanced

SonarNav Pro technology, it propels the robot to map out and clean the pool systematically.

Floors, walls, and waterlines are cleaned thoroughly, even in expansive pool areas up to 2,000 sq.

ft. The system ensures minimal cleaning time by following an intelligent path that avoids

retracing already cleaned areas.



Mobility for a pool cleaner is as crucial as its cleaning efficiency. Catering to this need, the CR6

Pro robotic robot cleaner is equipped with durable caterpillar treads, smoothly maneuvering

around drains, steps, corners, and uneven terrains. 

Offering the versatility of specialized cleaning, the CR6 Pro robot cleaner features three cleaning

modes. Users can select from Wall-only mode, Floor-only mode, and All-Cover mode, tailoring

their cleaning to specific needs.

The CR6 Pro robot pool cleaner does not discriminate when it comes to pool types. Regardless of

the shape or material of the pool, this smart pool cleaner promises thorough cleaning of all

types of pools up to 2,000 Sq. Ft. 

Honoring its commitment to user-friendly design, the CR6 Pro robot includes LED indicators and

a self-parking function for easy operation. The cordless design only adds to the ease of use,

leaving no room for the hassles of tangled cords or limited reach during cleaning.

Pool owners can pick up the SMONET CR6 Pro Robotic Pool Cleaner from the major platform

Amazon with all the perks of super-fast logistics, 2-year warranty, and so forth, directly from

SMONET’s official website.

Conclusion

In 2024, SMONET is making robotic pool cleaning accessible, effective, and hassle-free with the

CR6 Pro Robotic Pool Cleaner, thereby affirming its position as an innovator ensuring a seamless

transition into the realm of smart living.
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